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        Rotary Club of Calcutta Labanhrad ,Dist.3291 extended help in the tough time of  

pandemic when people are in severe job crisis : Rotary club of calcutta’s initiative to stand by 

people who are badly impacted by the COVID pandemic .The project ‘’স্বনির্ভর-2’’ would try to stand 

by a few during this hard time. RCCl, Dist 3291 started it’s  project at Newtown Rajarhat area very 

first.RCCL provided two sewing machienes and one cycle van to the people who are of under 

‘Economically weaker section’.The project launched on 5th August at Netaji Sangha Club,Rajarhaat.sri 

Tapas Chatterjee ,Hon’ble member of Legislative Assembly inaugurrated  it by handing over two 

Sewing machiens to two women who comes under below poverty level and  lost their job due to 

lockdown along with that a cycle van was given to a handicapped that he could find a way of earning 

money.This way RCCL tried to provide help to a very few to be empowered . Sri Tapas Chatterjee 

appriciated the cause.Rotary Club of Calcutta Labanhrad President Rtn.Anindya Chatterjee, Secretary 

Monika Roy ,First lady of the club Sucharita Chatterjee and other rotarians were present in this.                              

  Moments of the day : 
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Rotary Club of Calcutta donated two sewing machines and one cycle van under the project 

‘’স্বনির্ভর-2’’ -On 7th August Rotary Club of Calcutta Labanhrad  reached to Shataruppa palli 

of Kestopur where a fatal fire explosion occurred and because of that many people were 

dead,injured or home-less. RCCL tried to support these people hence they met MLA of 

Rajarhat-Gopalpur Aditi Munshi who is aslo very renowned singer,Bidhannagar Municipal 

Corporation Co-ordinator Manish Mukherjee were also present. He started that all the 

beneficiaries are financially broken and one had been injured and lost his hand during the 

time of devastating fire explosion. He also thanked RCCL president Rtn. Anindya Chatterjee 

for taking up this sort of project and confirmed indeed these three people would able to start 

something their own to earn. MLA Aditi Munshi also thanked Rotary for this initiative.  
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Rotary Club of Calcutta Labanhrad paid tribute to Tagore virtually on his 81st Death anniversary.                                             

Project ’স্বনির্ভর-2’ took place in Bidhannagar :On 9th August Swanirbhor-2 tried to empowered 

women and men under EWS section by providing them two Sewing machienes, and one cycle 

van.The chief inaugural guest of the event was Bidhannagar Municipal Corporation Chairperson 

Smt.Krishna Chakraborty. She distributed two Sewing machines and one Cycle van to the two 

womem and one one man of poor section of the society .They had been affected immensly due to 

pandemic and lockdown for months .   
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Happy moments for Rotary Club of Calcutta Labanhrad,Dist.3291 : RCCL bagged three 

awards at Samman annual district prize distribution  for the year 2020-21. The award event 

held at Taj Vivanta.RCCL president Rtn.Anindya Chatterjee did represent the club there.1st 

Prize for City Beautification,2nd award for Public Image and another RCCL received which is 

Outstanding President award.Three awards came to RCCL kitty. This recognisation would 

certainly motivate us to work more hard with dedication. President Rtn.Anindya Chatterjee 

stated and he also thanked each member for being with him in ups and downs.RI president 

Rtn.Sekhar Mehta, PDG of the district rtn.Sudip Mukherjee were present at the event. 
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                                                              WE ARE 75…. 

                          

Rotary Club of Calcutta Labanhrad observed 75th Independence Day : Rotary Club of Calcutta 

Labanhrad ,observered 75th Independence day in a lower tone. Despite of the hardship due 

to pandemic RCCL tried its best to pay tribute to the nation from soul.Followed by all covid 

precautions RCCL hoisted the tri colour and sung the national anthem . Club President Rtn. 

Anindya Chatterjee delived a speech to motivate all to walk and and work for the nation. 
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RCCL distributed food among Patients at Bidhannagar sub-division : After flag hoisting second 

activity was distribution of food among patients during 75th Independence Day of our mother land 

India.About hundred food packets were given for patients. Fruits,sweets,Biscuits,Cakes etc were 

given in those packets for the pactient. It was a very small initiative for patients who are sick and 

staying back ,not allowed to go out to  celebrate 75th Independence day of India. 

 

Rotary Club of CalCutta Labanhrad donated four oxygen cyclenders to the BidhanNagar Sub-

Division Hospital: We have already seen during second serge of Covid scarcity of oxygen in whole 

nation.  how terrible it was. How hopeless ,fragile we were hence Rotary decided to give oxygen 

cyclenders to those clubs who had applied that they could donate it to a hospital. Our club received 

four oxygen cyclenders each of them were of 47 kg aaprox  and RCCL donated it to the hospital 
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authority. On a day of Independence RCCL tried to stand people and belived  to grow our nation 

strongest together  during this toughest time India ever witnessed after freedom. So as world. 

              

                                      

       RCCL DONATED FOUR OXYGEN CYCLENDERS TO THE BIDHANNAGAR SUB-DIVISION HOSPITAL 

‘’স্বনির্ভর-2’’ and empowering men and women of economically weaker section: Rotary club 

of Calcutta in association with Canal West Road social center. RCCL tried to extend helping 

hands for the economically weaker section of the society by providing Sewing machines to 

the women and cycle van to a man under project swanirbhor-2. As a special guest former MP 

and Trinamool Secretary Kunal Ghosh was present and he inaugurated the event. He 

expressed his views about this initiative and said nevertheless this kind of projects would help 

us to come out from the financial crisis soon. Club President Anindya Chatterjee also shared 

his opinion for ‘’স্বনির্ভর-2’’ 
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BWM @401 took place on 11 th August 2021: Rotary club of calcutta labanhrad conducted its 

BWM@401 on 11 th August ,at 8 P.M virtually. President chaired the meeting.Secretart Rtn. Monika 

roy, Rtn. Mita Saha, Rtn.Samir kr. Saha, Rtn Nayan Bihani and others Rotary members joined the 

meeting. President Rtn.Anindya Chatterjee discussed various issues with the present members such 

as on going projects , how to work on things for smooth running of the Club. He declared Flag 

hoisting ceremony would take place on 15th August therefore all members should join it. Everyone’s 

active participation would help club to work more effectivly. 

                                      

Media Covarage of different events conducted by RCCL, Dist.3291 in the month of August : 

 

August is Membership Month, which means it's time to celebrate your Rotary club, your 

members, and the good you do in your community and around the world. There are many 

ways to join in the celebration, but here are a few activities to get you started: Say it loud, say 

it proud! 
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